Orientation for Incoming International Students

We are going to hold a MUST-ATTEND orientation for the international students who have newly arrived at Tohoku University in October, 2017.

Tuesday, October 3, 2017, 5:45 PM – 7:20 PM
Tohoku University Centennial Hall (Kawauchi Hagi Hall)

What can I expect to learn / see at the orientation?
- General campus life information
- Exhibition booth of support groups & organizations for international students

How can I get the orientation materials?
- The orientation materials are available on the website called “TU Support” from September 28.
  < TU Support > http://sup.bureau.tohoku.ac.jp/orien/index_en.html

How to access to the orientation venue?
- Tohoku University Centennial Hall is located on Kawauchi Minami Campus. <Map> https://www.tohoku.ac.jp/map/en/?f=KW_D01

<Contact Information>
International Support Office,
Student Exchange Division.
Tel:022-795-3247
E-mail: supportoffice@grp.tohoku.ac.jp